Flowchart 9A – Reimbursement Process
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LPA reviews documentation for work
completed and issues payment on a
monthly basis. If the monthly schedule
update or payrolls are not up to date,
the entire pay estimate can be
withheld. (Where material documents
are missing, just the payment for the
specific item would be withheld.)

After Contractor is paid, LPA submits Request for Reimbursement
(for Federal share) to CDOT and includes pay documentation
(payrolls, material submittals for sources and suppliers, mix designs,
certificates of compliance, certified test reports, Form 250,
approved change orders, etc.) in compliance with 2 CFR 200. The
contractor must be paid on a monthly basis; however, CDOT can
reimburse the LPA on a monthly or interim (longer than monthly)
basis.
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Contractor
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During construction,
Contractor submits
materials documentation to
the LPA’s Project Engineer
(certificates of compliance,
certified test results and Buy
America(n) docs), payroll
certification and monthly
schedule updates.
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For INTERIM estimates and reimbursement requests, the Form 250LA (not complete
yet) and mix designs (approved earlier and supplied as part of the final materials doc)
would not be required back up doc., the pay documentation would be used to back up
the request – Forms 266s, 279, diaries, etc. , but that would NOT be attached to the
request, but held in the field office of LPA. A cover sheet has been developed to
include with interim pay estimates that includes appropriate certifications by the LPA
that they are complying with all requirements.
For the FINAL invoice, all the documentation must be in order and the FINAL invoice
should be received by CDOT on or before the performance end date.
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LPA reimbursed for
Federal share of
progress payment.
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